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Upright vacuum cleaner Techwood TAS-642

Techwood TAS-642 upright vacuum cleaner
Win  the  battle  against  dust.  The  Techwood  TAS-642  upright  vacuum  cleaner  is  distinguished  by  its  600  Watt  power,  which  makes  it
perfect for dealing with dirt. It is equipped with a HEPA filter and a 0.5-liter waste tank. It also comes with several practical accessories
that will help you vacuum even hard-to-reach corners. The device will also work well as a small handheld vacuum cleaner.
 
Amazing performance
With Techwood you will easily make your home sparkle clean. The TAS-642 vacuum cleaner features a power output of up to 600 watts
and uses multi-cyclone technology to quickly and effectively eliminate even the most stubborn dirt.  It  is  also equipped with a reliable
HEPA filter. Dust, crumbs, dander and even hair - nothing can hide from it!
 
Practical accessories included
Make cleaning hard-to-reach corners easier. In the package you will find several practical accessories to help you do it! The flat crevice
brush will allow you to remove dust from narrow places and recesses in chairs, and the small brush will allow you to thoroughly clean the
surface of furniture. The set also includes an aluminum telescopic tube.
 
Even more conveniences
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Find out that vacuuming doesn't have to be an unpleasant chore at all. The Techwood TAS-642 is very easy to use, and its ergonomic
handle provides greater comfort. Its dust container has a capacity of 0.5 l  -  you don't have to empty it too often. The device can also
serve as a handheld vacuum cleaner, with which you can easily remove dust from furniture.
 
Specially designed floor brush
The vacuum cleaner's floor brush is ideal for a variety of surfaces - from laminate to carpets. It's wide enough to vacuum larger areas
faster. It also allows you to choose from 2 settings. The extended position will be suitable for hard floors, such as tiles and panels. The
retracted position is good for soft surfaces, such as carpets and rugs.
 
Included
Vacuum cleaner
Aluminum telescopic tube
Floor brush
Flat crevice brush
Small brush for furniture
	Manufacturer	
	Techwood
	Model	
	TAS-642
	Color	
	Black
	Power	
	600 W
	Voltage	
	220-240 V
	Frequency	
	50/60 Hz
	Filter	
	HEPA
	Dust container capacity	
	0,5 l

Preço:

Antes: € 50.9958

Agora: € 48.50

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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